Justice Crucified:
The Death Penalty in Saudi Arabia

Executive Summary
•
•
•
•
•

72% of those facing execution in Saudi Arabia were sentenced to death
for non-violent offences, including attendance at political protests and
drug offences.
69% of those executed in the past year had been sentenced to death for
non-violent offences.
Among those facing execution are prisoners who were sentenced to
death as children, such as Ali Mohammed al-Nimr and Dawoud Hussain
al-Marhoon.
The use of torture to extract ‘confessions’ is widespread – Reprieve has
identified specific cases where prisoners have been beaten to the point
of suffering broken bones and teeth.
Execution methods include beheading, stoning, and beheading
combined with ‘crucifixion’.

Reprieve has confirmed the presence of at least 171 people 1 currently facing
execution in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Of the 224 estimated to have been
executed since January 2014, Reprieve has been able to identify 62. 2 Our
examination of the Saudi death row population has found that the vast majority of
death sentences handed down are for non-violent offences. In addition, many
convictions are unsafe due to alarming violations of due process, especially the use
of torture to extract ‘confessions’ – Reprieve has identified several specific cases
of this in the current death row population, but this is likely to be just the tip of the
iceberg. Finally, the use of horrific forms of execution including beheading and
‘crucifixion’, and stoning, 3 sees the Kingdom violate the most basic prohibitions
against cruel and unusual punishment.
Saudi Arabia’s capital punishment system flouts international law and human rights
principles at the very moment when a Saudi diplomat has been appointed to head a
key UN Human Rights panel.
Many Western governments, notably the UK and the US, have to date (14
October 2015) been reluctant to condemn these abuses. The US has expressed
concern over the planned ‘crucifixion’ of Ali Mohammed al-Nimr, but refused to either
condemn it or call for it to be halted.
Meanwhile, although the UK has finally disbanded its bid to provide services to
the Saudi prison system they are still forging ahead on formal agreements to
support the prison, police and legal systems of Saudi Arabia. As it is these
1

Reprieve has sought an official figure reflecting all those on death row, but this has not been forthcoming. The
real figure could well exceed 171. See the section on ‘methodology’ for more information.
2
This number refers to the people that Reprieve has confirmed knowledge of having been executed since 1
January 2014. Reprieve has again been unable to get an official figure and the number is likely to be much
higher. The UN has put the figure at 224:
http://www.ohchr.org/en/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=16487&LangID=E
3
Stoning is authorised by law in Saudi Arabia. People have been sentenced to death by stoning but Reprieve
has been unable to verify whether or not it has been used in recent years due to the opaque nature of the Saudi
judicial system: http://www.trust.org/item/20130927160132-qt52c/; http://new.spectator.co.uk/2014/06/witness-toa-stoning/

systems which will be responsible for the beheading and crucifixion of Ali al-Nimr,
this leaves the UK Government at risk of complicity in such abuses.
The numbers
The Saudi Government’s refusal to provide official figures, and the opaque nature of
the country’s justice system, makes it hard to produce a definitive picture of the
Saudi death row population. However, through methods detailed below, Reprieve
has been able to identify the alleged offences of 57 of the 171 people thought to be
currently facing execution.
Of that 57, only 28% have been sentenced to death for alleged violent crimes. The
remaining 72% received their death sentences for alleged non-violent offences,
consisting of drug offences and political protest.
Breakdown of offences of those facing execution

22

• Attendance at political protests

19

• Drug-related offences

8

• Terrorism charges

4

• Homicide

4

• Robbery

22 people are currently on death row in Saudi Arabia for offences relating to antiGovernment protests. They have been convicted of ‘corrupting the earth’, for
protesting against the government, a charge which carries the death penalty. In
some cases, they have also been accused of weapons offences – for which there is
often no evidence – but it is the charges relating to their opposition to the
Government, rather than allegations of any violence, which result in them receiving
the death penalty.
Reprieve has also confirmed details of 62 people who have been executed since the
beginning of 2014.
Of the 62, only 31% were convicted of violent crimes. The vast majority, 69%, were
sentenced to death and executed for non-violent, alleged drugs offences.

Breakdown of offences of those executed since January 2014

43
17
2

• Drug-related offences
• Homicide
• Sexual offences

Data and Methodology
Reprieve has developed an extensive database of people facing the death penalty
around the world. The data has been obtained through desk research by Reprieve;
Reprieve in-country Fellows; investigation and outreach trips by Reprieve staff and
Fellows and information shared by our partner organisation, Justice Project Pakistan.
Sources of information include lawyers, prisoners, family members, governments,
media and academic sources, legal databases, and other NGOs.
Reprieve has assembled data of 171 people facing execution in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia. Due to the secretive nature of the Saudi legal and political systems,
we have been unable to gather a definitive figure for the entire Saudi death row
population. Reprieve therefore suspects that the actual figure is much higher.
Reprieve has ascertained the alleged offences of 57 of the 171 people we have
identified as facing execution.
Reprieve has collected information on 62 people executed from January 2014 to the
current date (14 October 2015). Again it should be highlighted that the actual figure
is likely to far exceed this: the UN has estimated that 224 people have been
executed during this period.

Ali Mohammed al-Nimr
Concerns about Saudi implementation of the death penalty are exemplified by the
pending case of Ali Mohammed al Nimr. 4 On 14 February 2012, at the age of 17, Ali
was arrested for participating in an anti-governmental protest in the eastern district of
Qatif of Saudi Arabia. Two years later he was sentenced to death by ’crucifixion’ by
Saudi Arabia’s widely criticized Specialized Criminal Court (SCC). Ali’s conviction
was based solely on a fabricated statement he was tortured into signing that was
used as an alleged confession. Ali is now facing imminent execution. If his execution
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We refer to Mr al Nimr as ‘Ali’ in this report in order to differentiate him from his uncle, Sheikh al Nimr, the Shia
cleric who has been at the forefront of the Shia protests, and who is also under a death sentence.

is permitted to go ahead, Ali will be
decapitated and his body will be
displayed on a cross in a public place
for 3 days.

Dawoud Hussain al-Marhoon
A second Saudi juvenile is facing death
by beheading for his role in prodemocracy protests. Dawoud alMarhoon was 17 when he was arrested
without a warrant by Saudi security
forces in May 2012. He was released
the same day on the basis that he Ali was sentenced to death for ‘crimes’ committed when
he was 17 years-old
would spy on activists. Due to
Dawoud’s non-compliance with this demand he was arrested again eight days later.
He was tortured and made to sign a ‘confession’ that was later relied on to convict
him. At the beginning of October 2015, the Specialized Criminal upheld Dawoud’s
conviction, and sentenced him to death by beheading.
The facts of Ali and Dawoud’s cases are shocking. However, far from being unique,
their stories are indicative of the unaccountable and flawed capital punishment
system of Saudi Arabia.
The following report will outline the trends that Reprieve has observed in the use of
the death penalty for non-violent crimes as well as the routine use of torture in order
to extract confessions. It will also examine the UK’s bid to provide services and
support to the Saudi prisons system, and the relative lack of Western condemnation
of the Saudi death penalty system.

The Death Penalty for Non-Violent Crimes
Reprieve’s research indicates that the vast majority of people sentenced to death
and executed in Saudi Arabia are convicted on the basis of non-violent alleged
offences, mostly relating to protests and drugs.
Various international legal principles forbid implementation of a death sentence on
anyone but the perpetrators of the most extreme crimes. 5 The UN has stipulated that
‘the most serious crimes’ only applies to lethal crimes or others with extremely grave
consequences. 6 Vulnerable drug mules and protesters exercising their right to
freedom of speech clearly do not fit this definition.
The range of non-violent offences that can draw the death penalty in Saudi Arabia is
vast and includes blasphemy, apostasy, corruption, witchcraft, sorcery, sabotage,
robbery, distribution and/or consumption of alcohol, theft, sexual practices such as
adultery, sodomy and homosexuality and drug-related crimes.
5

The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights provides that in countries which have not abolished the
death penalty, such as Saudi Arabia, the death penalty may be imposed only for the most serious crimes.
6
http://www.un.org/documents/ecosoc/res/1996/eres1996-15.htm

Ali has not been charged with, nor convicted of, involvement in any lethal offence.
Indeed, it appears that Ali was convicted of the ‘crime’ of “Betraying the Guardian
and breaking loyalty from him”. This ‘crime’ appears to be based primarily on
allegations that Ali took part in protests demanding greater freedoms in the wake of
the Arab Spring.
Similarly to other protesters in Saudi Arabia, Ali appears to have been convicted of
acts such as “attending a number of opposition protests, demonstrations and
gatherings, and repeating opposition slogans.” He was also charged with “explaining
how to give first aid to protesters” and using his blackberry to encourage others to
attend protests.
Aside from not fitting ‘the most serious’ definition, such actions would not even be
considered a legal infringement in an overwhelming majority of countries. Saudi
Arabia shows a persistent lack of respect for international human rights standards
and continues to use and abuse the death penalty as a weapon of political
oppression.
As can be seen from Reprieve’s data, the majority of people facing execution in
Saudi Arabia have been charged with drug-related offences. Many are vulnerable
drug mules, the poorest of the poor who are often forced at gun point, or even
drugged, into ingesting illegal substances to be carried into the Gulf region.
One such example is the case of Mohammad Afzal, a Pakistani mill worker who was
offered attractive job prospects in the Kingdom and a chance to perform the Umrah,
a pilgrimage to Mecca. Poor and uneducated, he had little idea of what was
happening and happily followed the instructions of Mohammad Arshad, a supposed
overseas employment agent. Afzal paid Arshad for a passport and visa before being
taken to an unknown place in Mardan. There, Afzal was drugged and in his drowsy
state was forced to ingest heroin capsules. Had one of the capsules burst inside his
body, he would have died. Afzal was detained in a guarded building, starved for 3
days and then dropped off at an airport and forced to board a plane to Saudi Arabia.
The father of 3 had never been on a plane before and had no history of personal
consumption of illegal drugs. On April 24 2009, Afzal was sentenced to death by a
Saudi court for drugs trafficking.

Torture
Saudi Arabia frequently employs interrogators to torture criminal suspects with
impunity, forcing them to sign coerced confessions. These confessions are often the
only evidence presented at criminal trials in Sharia courts, and judges typically do
not appear interested in hearing about the circumstances under which the
confessions were obtained. The following cases illustrate that the use of torture in
the Saudi Arabian penal system is far from being an exceptional occurrence.
Yaser*, a Saudi national facing execution for his involvement in a political protest was
sentenced to death on evidence from a confession obtained through torture. In
detention he shows clear signs of torture, such as bruises on his face and broken teeth.
In protest at his continuing detention and maltreatment he has started a hunger strike.

Ali was tortured into submitting to a confession that was written by a member of the Saudi
General Investigation Directorate. The ‘confession’ simply tracked the charges that the
prosecution brought against him. At the time of his ‘confession’, Ali had been held
incommunicado for 3 months, much of which was spent in solitary confinement. During this
time he was repeatedly beaten to the point of suffering broken bones.
Ali’s conviction and death sentence, imposed for ‘crimes’ committed when he was only 17
years-old, were based exclusively on this fabricated statement which was obtained by
torture. The UN human rights experts monitoring the case released a statement stressing
that “confessions obtained under torture are unacceptable and cannot be used as
evidence before court.”
Ali explicitly requested that the security forces responsible for his torture be brought to
court. His request was refused and no independent and impartial investigation into his
claim of torture has been held, in contravention of international law.

Dawoud, who was arrested for protesting
and for refusing to act as a spy for the Saudi
government, was detained in solitary
confinement before being tortured into
making a ‘confession’. His hands and feet
were severely beaten, he was forced to lie on
his stomach before being trampled by his
torturers and was repeatedly hit in the leg
where he had been shot by security forces
during demonstrations in January 2012. On
being moved to another prison, Dawoud
continued to be abused. He suffered
electrocution to different body parts, was
hung upside-down and was also tied to a
chair and beaten. Throughout Dawoud’s
detention, he has been verbally abused and
humiliated with prison guards repeatedly
insulting his and his family’s religious beliefs.

Moheem*, a foreign national who
is facing execution told a similar
story of being tortured until he
agreed to sign a 'confession’
written in Arabic, a language which
he does not understand.
According to the data that
Reprieve has assembled, 78% of
the death row population in Saudi
Arabia are foreign nationals.
Therefore on top of the concern
that people charged with death
eligible offences are tortured in
order to extract a confession, the
majority will not even understand
the significance of what they are
signing.

* Real names concealed for security purposes

Saudi Arabia continues to use torturous methods to execute people. Beheading,
sometimes followed by ‘crucifixion’, is still common; stoning remains authorised by
law as a punishment. 7 These methods violate the U.N. Convention Against Torture,
and the fact that many are carried out in public squares breaches the right of all
human beings to dignity at the hands of the state. Many of those currently facing
execution are expected to be killed by public beheading followed by crucifixion,
whereby their headless bodies will be hung up for three days as an example to
others.

7

See also p1, footnote 3.

Torture and Saudi Arabia’s Obligations under International Law
Saudi Arabia is a signatory to the U.N. Convention Against Torture (CAT). They
signed the convention on September 23, 1997 and as such are subject to the
following provisions.

Provision

Detail

Prohibition on the use of
torture
Article 1

The Convention emphatically and explicitly prohibits
the use of torture which includes intentionally
inflicting severe pain or suffering on a person for the
purposes of obtaining a confession or information. 8

Mandatory impartial
investigation on torture
Article 12

Wherever there are reasonable grounds to believe
that an act of torture has been committed, the
relevant authorities must ensure a prompt and
impartial investigation.

Evidence adduced from
torture may be used
against the accused
Article 15

Any statement made as a result of torture shall not
be invoked as evidence in proceeding except against
a person accused of torture as evidence that the
statement was made.

Even where the death penalty is not invoked, the form of punishment in many Saudi
cases amount to horrific forms of abuse. Public flogging is commonly handed down
as a prerequisite to being released from prison, even where full custodial sentences
have been served: British grandfather Karl Andree, who has already spent one year
in a Saudi prison, is facing 360 lashes for transporting homemade wine in his car;
Raif Badawi, sentenced to ten years in prison, was also required to suffer 1,000
lashes for criticising the Saudi regime; and, approximately 100 men who have been
imprisoned for “dancing and behaving like women” 9 were collectively sentenced to
thousands of lashes.
The majority of Saudi Arabia’s criminal law is not codified; much of what constitutes
a crime, along with the requisite proof, and sentence are entirely up to a judge’s
discretion. 10 The lack of rule of law and independent oversight often leads to the
arbitrary imposition of severe and even torturous punishments.

8

Definition of torture under CAT: any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is
intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person information or a
confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is suspected of having committed, or
intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind, when such
pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or
other person acting in an official capacity.
9
http://www.state.gov/j/drl/rls/hrrpt/2005/61698.htm
10
https://www.hrw.org/news/2010/01/14/saudi-arabia-criminal-justice-strengthened

UK relations with Saudi Arabia
The British Government has clearly expressed its desire to promote human rights
around the world, including in the Gulf States. In a speech to the Kuwaiti Parliament
in February 2011 – the height of the ‘Arab Spring’ protests – David Cameron said:
For decades, some have argued that stability required highly
controlling regimes, and that reform and openness would put that
stability at risk. So, the argument went, countries like Britain faced a
choice between our interests and our values. And to be honest, we
should acknowledge that sometimes we have made such
calculations in the past. But I say that is a false choice.
As recent events have confirmed, denying people their basic rights
does not preserve stability, rather the reverse. Our interests lie in
upholding our values—in insisting on the right to peaceful protest, in
freedom of speech and the internet, in freedom of assembly and the
rule of law. But these are not just our values, but the entitlement of
people everywhere; of people in Tahrir Square as much as
Trafalgar Square.” 11
However, the UK’s recent statements on oppressive measures by the Saudi Arabian
Government have been somewhat muted. On Ali’s case, for example, the British
Government at first refused to comment, before stating several days later that it
intended to raise it ‘urgently’ with the Saudi authorities. While the French President
called for the execution to be halted on September 24, the British Prime Minister did
not make a similar comment until asked by the BBC, on October 4. 12 The USA has
expressed ‘concern’ but not yet called for the execution to be halted, to Reprieve’s
knowledge.
But concerns do not stop at an apparent reluctance to condemn the Saudi system:
the British Government continues to enter into contracts and agreements with the
Saudi police, prison and judicial systems meaning that the UK could end up being
complicit in serious abuses.
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Quoted in the House of Commons’ Foreign Affairs Select Committee Report, ‘The UK’s relations with Saudi
Arabia and Bahrain,’ 12 November 2013, p22
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201314/cmselect/cmfaff/88/88.pdf
12
The first public UK Government statement which Reprieve is aware of was provided by the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office (FCO) to BBC Radio 4’s ‘The World Tonight,’ on 21 September 2015, and consisted of a
single sentence: “We continue to raise our human rights concerns with the Saudi authorities, including their use
of the death penalty.” A statement provided to Reuters on 24 September was the first Reprieve is aware of to
specifically reference Ali’s case, and consisted of the following, again from a FCO spokesperson: “We
understand that Ali Mohammed Al Nimr’s legal process has finished and his final appeal has been denied. We
will raise this case urgently with the Saudi authorities. The abolition of the death penalty is a human rights priority
for the UK. The UK opposes the death penalty in all circumstances.” French President Francois Hollande
demanded on 24 September that the execution be halted: http://www.lefigaro.fr/flash-actu/2015/09/24/9700120150924FILWWW00004-arabie-saoudite-hollande-defend-ali-al-nimr.php UK PM David Cameron, asked by the
BBC’s Andrew Marr for his message to the Saudi’s on the case, said “don’t do it.”
http://www.buzzfeed.com/laurasilver/cameron-sidesteps-questions-over-saudi-prison-bid#.sjbNy6m9P

UK involvement in Saudi Arabian Security Services: Just Solutions
International 13
In August 2014, the British Government submitted a bid to provide services to the
Saudi Arabian Prison Service. The bid was made by ‘Just Solutions international’
(JSi), described by the Ministry of Justice (MoJ) as the “commercial brand for the
National Offender Management Service (NOMS).” NOMS is in turn a public agency
of the MoJ. According to the Government, JSi’s aim was to “generate commercial
income through the provision of advice and support to other governments on prison
and probation issues.”14
The bid was “a £5.9m proposal to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Ministry of Finance
to conduct a training needs analysis across all the learning and development
programmes within the Saudi Arabian Prison Service.” 15
On 9 September, 2015, MoJ Minister Andrew Selous announced the Justice
Secretary – now Michael Gove – “has decided that JSi should cease to operate.”16
JSi had been established under his predecessor, Chris Grayling, who had also
overseen the Saudi bid. Mr Selous added, though, that the Saudi bid could not be
aborted as the agreements are “so far advanced” that it could risk “significant
financial penalties for cancellation” that would be “detrimental” to the British
government’s wider interests. 17
However, the Government was later forced to amend its initial explanation to
Parliament on September 16, as follows: 18
One project led by NOMS through JSi is sufficiently far
advanced that the Government has decided withdrawing at this
late stage would be detrimental to HMG’s wider interests. Under
the JSi brand, NOMS submitted an initial bid to the Saudi
Arabian authorities in August 2014, and a final bid in April 2015,
to conduct a training needs analysis for the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia prison service staff, via ELM, an executive agency of the
Saudi Ministry of Finance. Following the submission of a final
bid in April 2015, NOMS is now liable for financial penalties
should the bid be withdrawn. NOMS’s bid was signed off
through the Foreign and Commonwealth Office Overseas
13

Legal blogger David Allen Green has extensively covered the JSi story, and provides a particularly useful
round-up of the background here: http://jackofkent.com/2015/09/the-story-of-the-unfortunate-moj-and-saudicommercial-proposal/
14
See Written Question – 223441, answered by MoJ Minister Andrew Selous on 17 March 2015:
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/writtenquestion/Commons/2015-02-04/223441/
15
Taken from the MoJ ‘Mid year report to Parliament, April to September 2014,’ p6, under the heading “Promote
UK Growth”: https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/391930/ministry-ofjustice-mid-year-report-to-parliament-2014-15.pdf
16
See Written Question 5660, first answered on 9 September 2015 and subsequently corrected on 16
September 2015: http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/writtenquestion/Commons/2015-07-06/5660/
17
WQ 5660, as above
18
WQ 5660, as above

Security and Justice Assistance (OSJA) process, and was
supported by UKTI and the British Embassy in Riyadh.(Editing
in original)
In other words, the initial excuse for continuing the project – financial penalties – was
simply false, the real reason seemingly being that the UK did not want to offend the
Saudi Arabian government – the same government that deems it acceptable to
‘crucify’ juveniles.
Reprieve asked the UK Government to provide more details of how it arrived at the
assessment that “HMG’s wider interests” outweighed the need to take a strong
position against the unjust and excessive sentence handed down to Ali al-Nimr.
Reprieve has also asked for clarification with regard to media reports suggesting that
Mr Gove wished to drop the Saudi bid when shutting down JSi, but was overruled by
other Government departments. 19 After months of concerted pressure, 20 the UK
government finally made a U-turn decision and announced that they will cancel the
bid. While this development is welcome news, it still begs the question of why the
contract was set up in the first place.
The UK and Saudi Arabia: A Special Understanding
The UK’s relationship with Saudi Arabia is wide ranging and extends beyond the
recognised military and intelligence sharing between the two States. The UK Home
Office and Ministry of Justice have both entered into memoranda of understanding
with their Saudi counterparts to use British expertise to support the Saudi regime.
Theresa May, the UK Home Secretary, entered into a formal agreement in March
2015 to help modernise the Ministry of the Interior and will draw “on UK expertise in
the wider security and policing arena” to achieve this. 21 The existence of the MoU
has been shrouded in secrecy and it is still unclear what the Home Secretary has
actually committed the UK to doing. All that is known is that UK officials and police
officers will be directed to share their expertise to support the Saudi justice system –
the same system that has overseen the cases of Ali, Dawoud and Mohammad.
In September 2014, the Secretary of State for Justice, Chris Grayling, entered into a
separate MoU with his Saudi counterpart in order to exchange “expertise on justice
and legal matters.” 22 It is unclear what this actually means as the details are not
openly available to the UK public. However the Government’s recent revocation of
19

Buzzfeed News has reported that “Gove wanted to terminate the entire contract but this was blocked by other
government departments who feared that it would damage relations with the Saudis.” See ‘Britain Seeks To
Distance Itself From Saudi Prison Deal As Young Man Faces Execution By Crucifixion,’ 17 September 2015:
http://www.buzzfeed.com/alanwhite/britain-seeks-to-distance-itself-from-saudi-prison-deal-as-j
20
Reprieve’s letter to Michael Gove setting out these questions is attached in Annex I.
21
FCO Corporate Report: Saudi Arabia – Country of Concern
22
Ibid.

the JSi bid to support the Saudi prison system suggests that this “exchange of
expertise” is somewhat inappropriate and damaging to the UK’s reputation as a
human rights defender.
The MoUs with the Saudi government must be published immediately. Given the
troubling human rights record of Saudi Arabia, and the impeding executions of
multiple non-violent offenders and political protesters, the true extent of the
relationship between the UK and Saudi government is urgently needed.

Annex I: Reprieve’s letter of 14 September 2015 to Justice Secretary Michael
Gove
Dear Secretary of State,
I am writing to you from legal charity Reprieve, which assists people facing the death penalty
and severe human rights violations such as torture around the world. We are currently
particularly concerned by Saudi Arabia’s plans to execute at least one juvenile who has been
sentenced to death by ‘crucifixion,’ apparently on charges relating to anti-Government
protests in the country.
I am writing to you because I am aware from the 9 September statement by your colleague,
Andrew Selous, that the MoJ intends to continue with its bid to provide support to the Saudi
prisons service. As you may be aware, Saudi prisons have a very poor human rights record.
The juvenile case I have mentioned concerns Ali Mohammed al-Nimr, who is facing a death
sentence handed down when he was just 17 years old. That sentence is in large part based
on a ‘confession’ he was forced to sign following what he says were days of torture while in
Saudi custody. The sentence will itself be carried out in the prison.
While we understand that the decision to make this bid was taken before you became
Justice Secretary, and that there are now financial penalties attached, we nevertheless do
not believe that the UK should be in any way supporting a system responsible for such
extreme abuses.
We are also deeply concerned that the MoJ bid was “signed off through the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office Overseas Security and Justice Assistance (OSJA) process,” given the
huge amount of information already in the public domain regarding human rights abuses in
the country.
To repeat, we are aware that this was not a decision you made, but you are now in a
position to put it right, and we would urge you to stop this process from going ahead.
Britain’s justice system has a strong reputation for fairness and decency, and we believe that
to continue with this contract would sully that reputation, while sending the signal that Britain
condones the abuses taking place in the Saudi system, and others like it around the world.
Do please let me know if you would find more information on the case I have mentioned
useful – I very much look forward to hearing from you as soon as possible, given the
urgency of the situation facing Ali Mohammed al-Nimr.
Yours sincerely,

Maya Foa
Director, death penalty team
Reprieve
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